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OOVERVIEWVERVIEW
Welcome! Fickle RPG is a narrative roleplaying 
and cooperative storytelling game, distinguished 
by the core dice resolution mechanic which has 
bluffing, bidding, and meaningful decisions.

The game is a universal system that can be 
played in any genre, such as sci-fi, military, 
zombies, high fantasy, superheroes, etc. An 
ongoing campaign can be played over multiple 
game sessions, or as a themed one-shot.

As with most RPGs one person will be the 
Storyteller who manages and runs the game. 
They are in charge of the overall plot, scenes, 
adversaries, conflicts, goals, and arbitration.

Tips for the Storyteller are marked with this 
“scroll” image on the left.

One or more players (ideally four) create 
characters to interact with the world through 
their own motives and ideas.

CCOMPONENTSOMPONENTS
Each person will need a pencil and eraser and 
access to around eight six-sided (D6) dice.

Players will each need a Character Sheet.

The Storyteller will need some scratch paper to 
write notes on. They also have to provide an 
Exploit Coin, which can be themed as desired.

SSCENESCENES
All scenes in Fickle RPG are abstract (no square 
or hex board used) with any encounter taking 
place in a locale detailed by the Storyteller.
A good scene is clear to everyone, without being 
needlessly detailed or bogged down in useless 
facts.

Look to good exposition in a novel or story for 
inspiration. The specific dimensions of the area 

don't matter as much as the important features and 
atmosphere.

A list of random names can be helpful for 
improvising memorable characters.

Each scene should have a clear goal or objective 
that helps the players know why they are there, 
and what they are trying to achieve. If a scene 
doesn't have a goal, it likely doesn't have a point 
and can be glossed over.

Players should be involved in scene creation if 
they know the locale better (for a genre based in 
the real world), or the scene is important or 
based on their character, etc.

Try to be generous with the scene when the 
players want to narratively use the environment,  

as long as their request fits the theme. If they are 
trying to throw a rock, find an elevated position, duck 
behind a gravestone, etc. let them without explicitly 
having to say all those details are present.

The Storyteller should declare who is the first 
Acting entity in a scene. Normally this is 
influenced by the narrative, but can also be 
through resolution in the case of no clear 
initiator.

The Acting entity declares what they want to do, 
with two limitations:
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• Can use up to 10 seconds of in-game time.
• Can prompt dice resolution only once to 

determine the outcome while Acting.

Once completed play rotates clockwise around 
the table, with the Storyteller getting to Act 
once after each player.

For example: John and Alice get the drop on two 
zombies and immediately attack, with John Acting 
first by climbing some nearby stairs and shooting 
his gun.
Then play switches to the Storyteller and one of 
the zombies shambles forward and tries to claw 
Alice.
Now the players can Act again, this time rotating 
to Alice, then back to the Storyteller, then to John, 
and so on.

Try to change the focus of your actions between 
different players to keep them involved and give 

them a chance in the spotlight.

Acting as a Group: In some cases all the players 
want to do the same thing, such as run away, 
board a boat, dive through a trap door, etc. In 
those cases they can act as a group, instead of 
having to rotate around the table and do the 
same thing one by one.

SSTATISTICSTATISTICS
Each entity is defined by a statistic system 
composed of three tiers:

1. Category: Top level grouping of Body, Mind, 
and Soul. Each Category for a character has 
an associated Stamina.

2. Attribute: Related to each Category, 
represents the natural gifts of an entity. 
Each Attribute will be the basis for a dice 
pool. An Attribute can never be less than 1.

3. Skill: Related to each Attribute, these are 
learned, trained, or nurtured abilities. Each 
Skill will be a +/- modifier applied to the 
dice pool of the parent Attribute. The 
possible Skills are so numerous and varied 
that the Storyteller and players will decide 
them.

Some descriptive details of what each Attribute 
represents:

• Body
◦ Might: Physical strength, fortitude, 

endurance, perseverance
◦ Agility: Dexterity, speed, quickness, 

awareness
• Mind

◦ Intellect: Book smarts, knowledge, IQ, 
brain power

◦ Wits: Street smarts, wisdom, common 
sense, experience

• Soul
◦ Personality: Charisma, positive 

conversation, social skills, leadership
◦ Swagger: Cunning, innate likability, 

magnetism, bluffing

RRESOLUTIONESOLUTION
The core resolution mechanic of Fickle RPG is 
secretly allocating dice pools of D6s to try to get 
the most Successes.

There are 3 types of dice resolutions:
• Competing: entity vs opponent
• Test: entity vs environment
• Uncontested: entity vs self/ally

When Competing the Acting entity is faced by a 
Reacting opponent.
With a Test the entity contends against a dice 
pool set by the Storyteller.
When Uncontested the entity tries for the most 
Successes, without any opposition.
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Using dice resolution for a situation should only 
be done if there is an interesting failure case. If 

the characters would eventually achieve their goals, 
and no time pressure is present, just skip the 
resolution to save time and effort.

To resolve any situation follow these steps:
1. Outcome: Declare desired outcome

◦ Remember the Exploit option
2. Size: Figure out dice pool size

◦  Remember the Luck Dice
3. Difficulty: Determine and set Difficulty
4. Allocation: Choose Fickle and Flat
5. Roll: Roll the dice pool

◦ Remember the Underdog Bonus
6. Compare: Decide the winner
7. Effect: Apply the outcome effect

1. Outcome
The Acting person narratively describes what 
they want to do, and what outcome they are 
hoping to achieve.

If the Acting entity is a player they can choose to 
Exploit at this point, before proceeding.

If the resolution is Competing, the opponent also 
declares what they want their Reaction outcome 
to achieve. The outcome can only affect the 
Acting entity, and must fit within 10 seconds of 
in-game time.
If multiple opponents are affected by the Acting 
entity only 1 can be Reacting.

2. Size
Each involved entity determines the size of their 
dice pool of D6s. The Storyteller and player 
choose an Attribute to use, as well as any 
applicable Skill modifier. Often this means 
narratively reasoning why a certain Attribute or 
Skill applies.

Each entity takes a number of D6s equal to their 
Attribute +/- Skill.
Then they add 1D6 Luck Dice, which needs to 
be distinguished by a different color or size.

The Luck Dice is perfect to rename to better 
match a setting or genre.

The total dice pool size is public knowledge 
between the Storyteller and all players.

A dice pool can never be less than 1D6, 
regardless of the scene and situation.

For example: John is trying to hit a goblin with his 
longbow (Competing). His related Attribute is 5 
Agility but he has no applicable Skills. With the 
Luck Dice he would use a 6D6 dice pool.
The goblin has been shot before, and is going to 
use his related Attribute of 3 Wits to call on that 
prior experience, which means a 4D6 dice pool 
with Luck Dice.

For example: Alice is trying to dive into a lake to 
retrieve a crate (Test). Her character is a strong 
swimmer with a related Attribute of 3 Might and 
Skill of +1 Shallow Swimming. With Luck Dice she 
would use a 5D6 dice pool.
The lake and crate are inanimate environment 
factors, so the Storyteller deems the resolution a 
Test and declares a comparable Attribute of 2 
Might and will use 3D6.

For example: Alice is trying to wrap a gunshot 
wound (Uncontested). Her related Attribute is 4 
Intellect with a Skill of +1 Wartime Medicine. She 
would use a 6D6 dice pool. There is no dice pool for 
the Storyteller and Alice just tries to get the most 
Successes she can.

3. Difficulty
The Storyteller declares the Difficulty for each 
entity:

Difficulty Roll Needed
Trivial 3+
Easy 4+
Normal 5+
Hard 6+
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These can be worded as "Difficulty 6" meaning 6+  
(Hard) or "Tier 3" meaning 3+ (Trivial). 

Whatever the group feels most natural using.

The Storyteller should use a starting point of 
Normal for all resolutions.

Competing: Modify the Difficulty based on the 
number of effects (reducing Stamina, cripple, 
disarm, knockdown, etc.) the entity wants.
For each desired additional effect increase the 
Difficulty by 1 step. Similarly for each fewer 
effect decrease the Difficulty by 1 step.

Having an advantage or disadvantage in the 
scene may modify the Difficulty further.

For example: Using a hammer on a single alien in 
close quarters would be Normal. But attempting to 
swing the hammer to hit a pair of aliens would be 
Hard. Similarly trying to hit a single alien and 
destroy their shield module would be Hard.

For example: A giant spider is trying to spit venom 
at the character, which is Normal Difficulty for the 
creature. The Reacting player decides to 
defensively dodge. Since they are not applying any 
effects (such as reducing Stamina from attacking 
back) the Difficulty is Easy.

For example: Firing a blowgun from perfect 
concealment in the jungle would be Easy, as the 
character has the advantage of surprise.

For example: Trying to use a flamethrower on a fire 
resistant cyborg would be Hard, as the character is 
at a disadvantage.

Test and Uncontested: The Storyteller sets the 
Difficulty based on the situation, not the 
specialization.
Which means the Difficulty should be the same 
regardless of the entity, and their abilities 
change how likely they are to succeed.

Be consistent in setting Difficulties! If players 
can't predict how tough a task will be, they will 

be less likely to try new things.

For example: A Test to climb a forgiving rock face 
during the day in clear weather would be Normal 
Difficulty for everyone. The abilities of a specific 
character change how likely they are to succeed by 
using a bigger or smaller dice pool.
Climbing the same cliff with a rope present would 
be Easy. But being on the cliff at night in the rain 
would be Hard.

For example: Uncontested to shout out 
encouragement to motivate an ally would be 
Normal, but doing so while being shot at by loud 
artillery would be Hard. Whereas rallying allies in 
the comfort of headquarters would be Easy.

4. Allocation
Each 1D6 in the dice pool can be allocated to 
Fickle (chance and chaos) or Flat (proficiency 
and preparation), based on the decisions of the 
owner.
The Luck Dice can be allocated to either type, 
and will have a superior effect.

Allocation is done by each entity secretly 
putting any Fickle dice in their right hand, and 
Flat in their left hand (normally done out of 
sight under the table).

Each dice pool requires at least 1 Fickle dice, 
because even the best planning cannot succeed 
without an element of chance.
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Sometimes allocating for excitement is more fun 
for the players, such as using 1 Fickle and 6 Flat. 

They'll be watching that roll very closely.

5. Roll
All involved entities reveal their dice pool 
allocation, usually by opening their right hand.

All Fickle dice are rolled.

Fickle: For every result greater or equal to the 
Difficulty that entity gets 1 Success.
If the Luck Dice was allocated as Fickle the 
Difficulty for it is 1 step easier (such as Easy 
instead of Normal).

Flat: As long as there is 1 Fickle Success then 
each Flat allocation counts as an additional 
Success.
If the Luck Dice was allocated as Flat it counts as 
two Successes.

For example: Alice is trying to shoot a rifle at a tiger 
using her Attribute of 5 Agility. She also has a Skill 
of +1 Long Range Rifle, so with Luck Dice her total 
dice pool will be 7D6. The sun is up, the wind is 
good, and no adverse conditions exist so her 
Difficulty is Normal (5+).
The tiger is Reacting by trying to pounce on Alice, 
using it's 5 Might, so 6D6 total with Luck Dice. The 
tiger has a Difficulty of Normal (5+).
Alice decides to allocate 4 of her 7D6 as Fickle, and 
the remaining 3 as Flat. Her Luck Dice went to Flat.
The tiger goes for a risky play of allocating all 6D6 
to Fickle.
Both reveal and roll, looking for 5+ (Normal). Alice 
gets 1, 3, 4, 5 on her Fickle. Since she has at least 1 
Success (the roll of 5) her 3 Flat count (including 
the Luck Dice), for a total of 4 Successes (2 normal 
Flat + 2 for Luck Dice).
The tiger gets 2, 2, 4, 5, 6, which is 3 Successes (as 
the 4 was on the Luck Dice). But it hadn't allocated 
any Flat, so their total is only the 3 Successes.
Alice wins and shoots the tiger, reducing it's 
Stamina by 4 (due to 4 Successes).

For example: John is trying to hack into a 
mainframe using his Attribute of 4 Intellect. He 
has a powerful computer and a list of stolen 
passwords, so the Difficulty is Easy (4+).
The Storyteller decides the Test is comparable to 3 
Intellect with a Normal Difficulty (5+).
John decides to use 4 of his 5D6 as Fickle (including 
Luck Dice), with 1 as Flat.
The Storyteller decides the mainframe security 
will go for the high risk and high reward allocation 
of 1 Fickle and 3 Flat (including the Luck Dice).
Both reveal and roll. John is looking for a 4+ for his 
normal Fickle, and 3+ for his Luck Dice. He gets 2, 
3, 5, and 6 on his Fickle rolls (3 Successes). 
Combined with his 1 Flat means John has 4 total 
Successes. The mainframe is looking for 5+ but 
only gets a 1, which means the Flat Successes do 
not apply, so the Storyteller has 0 total Successes. 
John has won the resolution and breaks into the 
mainframe system.

Underdog Bonus: Whoever allocates less Fickle 
dice receives the Underdog Bonus and their 
rolled Fickle dice can Explode. This means any 
maximum roll of 6 counts as a Success and 
Explodes so an additional "free" Fickle dice can 
be rolled. That bonus dice can roll another 
Success or could even Explode again, and so on.

This can result in many more Successes than 
initially possible, and can help win an otherwise 
hopeless resolution.
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If all entities allocate the exact same Fickle 
amount nothing special happens.

For example: Alice the detective is trying to find a 
way to close a powerful demon portal using her 4 
Intellect. The demon portal is using 7 Agility to try 
to sting her with a poison barb. Both are Normal 
Difficulty (5+).
Normally Alice has little chance, so she decides to 
only allocate 2 Fickle and 3 Flat.
The demon portal plays fairly safe with 4 Fickle 
and 4 Flat.
Because Alice has 2 Fickle compared to the 4 of the 
demon portal she gets the Underdog Bonus and 
her dice can Explode. She rolls her 2D6 and gets a 4 
and 6. The 6 Explodes, which means it counts as a 
Success and she can roll another 1D6, which could 
lead to another Success. She could be really 
fortunate and that additional 1D6 could be another 
6 and Explode, and continue to chain successes.
Alternatively the Storyteller could attempt to 
guess Alice's strategy to try for the Underdog 
Bonus. So they could "undercut" and only allocate 
1 Fickle for the demon portal, which would be less 
than Alice. But such a strategy also means if that 
single roll fails the 7 Flat is wasted. Quite a gamble.

6. Compare
The total Successes are counted for each entity, 
and whoever has the highest number of 
Successes wins the resolution.

On a tie the winner is the Acting entity 
(assuming at least 1+ Success).

Because all Attributes are valued equally, a 
properly prepared group of characters can just 

as effectively talk down an adversary as stab them. 
There is no specific “combat” mode to break the 
narrative.

7. Effect
The outcome desired by the winning entity 
happens. The Storyteller may need to translate 
the result into something applicable to the game 
rules.

In most cases the desired effect will be reducing 
the Stamina of an opponent, which is detailed in 
the next section.

Effect consistency is key. Always have knocking 
down, bleeding, demoralizing, hiding, etc. have 

the same in-game outcome.

SSTAMINATAMINA  ANDAND D DEFEATEFEAT
Reducing: A possible effect of a successful 
resolution is to reduce the Stamina of an entity. 
To do this subtract the total number of Successes 
from the opponent's Stamina.

Stamina under 0 does not need to be tracked.

Against a character the winner decides which 
Category to reduce, based on the narrative. This 
may result in Spillover.

Adversaries use a single Stamina value instead of  
by Category, see below for details.

For example: John wants to smash his captor in the 
face with a rock. He uses 4 Intellect to figure out 
the opportune moment, but his captor has 
kidnapped people before and is using 3 Wits to 
watch for escape attempts.
After allocating and rolling John ends up with 2 
Successes and the captor only 1, which means John 
wins.
John reduces the captor's Stamina by 2, in this case 
from 6 to 4.
Next the captor responds by trying to bully John 
into giving up, and ends up with 4 Successes and 
chooses to reduce John's Soul Stamina from 5 to 1.

Recovery: After a scene is resolved all winning 
entitities restore 1 Stamina to each Category.

Stamina can also be recovered as the outcome of 
a resolution, such as being healed by an ally.

Otherwise characters recover 1 Stamina in every 
Category per hour, or 2 Stamina if they are 
resting.
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Spillover: This happens if a character has 0 
Stamina in a Category that needs to be reduced.
That character chooses another Category to 
reduce Stamina in, and narratively reasons why.

For example: Alice has 0 Body Stamina, 4 Mind 
Stamina, and 8 Soul Stamina. A velociraptor 
successfully claws her with 3 Successes against her 
Body. Since she has no Stamina left in that 
Category, she decides to use her Soul Stamina 
instead (reducing it from 8 to 5). She narratively 
describes this as her character repeating a mantra 
against pain to overcome passing out.

Broken, Crushed, Defeated
These are 3 stages to an entity losing a scene. 
Color coded reminder cards are available at the 
end of these rules to help track and manage the 
status of characters.

A character with 0 Stamina in only 1 Category is 
Broken. They cannot use Luck Dice and cannot 
React in a way that would apply any effects.

A character with 0 Stamina in 2 Categories is 
Crushed. They suffer the effects of Broken, and 
also until the end of the game session they lose 
the bonus of 1 existing Skill or suffer a new -1 
Skill (at the Storyteller's discretion) as an injury. 
This injury persists even if they are no longer 
Crushed.

A character with 0 Stamina in all 3 Categories or 
an adversary with 0 Stamina is Defeated. They 
cannot participate anymore in the scene (no 
Acting or Reacting, etc.)

Group Loss: If every character in a 3+ player 
group is at least Broken then all the players lose 
the scene. For 2 players they must both be at 
least Crushed to lose the scene.
This can result in the game session ending, or 
other less severe consequences determined by 
the Storyteller such as losing possessions, taking 
injuries, etc.

Adversaries
Adversaries use a single Stamina value instead of 
one per Category. When that Stamina is reduced 
to 0 or less the adversary is Defeated and 
removed from the scene immediately.

For example: A thug in a bar tries to intimidate the 
characters. He has 6 Stamina. Throughout the 
scene the characters manage to twist his wrist 
with 4 Successes, which would normally reduce 
Body Stamina, but instead reduces the thug's total 
Stamina from 6 to 2. Then the characters manage 
to talk the thug into running away with 3 
Successes (normally reducing Soul Stamina) which 
reduces his Stamina from 2 to less than 0, so he is 
Defeated and loses the scene.

A rough guideline is to set Stamina so that an 
ordinary adversary can be Defeated in one or 

two resolutions, which normally averages to Stamina 
equal to their highest Attribute.

EEXPLOITXPLOIT
The special Exploit Coin can be used to give the 
players more control over the story, allow them 
to achieve impossible feats, and create 
memorable moments.

The Exploit Coin should be a real world piece of 
money or a more elaborate or genre specific 
item, as long as the odds are 50/50.

Although a simple 1D6 4+ dice roll would have 
the same odds, the mixed media and feel of a 

coin is important to give weight to the decision.

Use: After declaring the Outcome of a resolution 
an Acting player can choose to Exploit instead of 
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allocating and resolving dice pools.

The Storyteller is not allowed a Reaction to this.
Note that the desired outcome can be beyond 
what the character could achieve, or even be 
impossible in most situations. The outcome 
could also be plot related such as a character 
"forgetting" they had an important item or life 
saving piece of information.

A reasonable guideline for what Exploiting can 
achieve is the equivalent of 2-3 comparable 

Normal or Hard resolutions. Within reason let the 
players do more cool things instead of less. Don't take 
the wind out of their sails.

The decision to Exploit is often a communal 
choice between the players.

Success: The Acting player flips the Exploit Coin, 
calling it in the air. If successful they are 
considered the winner and use their desired 
outcome.

Don't be surprised if your "big bad boss" is killed 
outright by Exploit Coin usage. Take the chance 

to really narrate the action and let the players go over  
the top with their heroic moment. Be flexible.

Failure: If the flip fails then karma has turned 
against the group and every character reduces 
their current Stamina in each Category by 1 
(which can result in Broken, Crushed, or 
Defeated characters).

Repeats: Regardless of success or failure the 

Exploit Coin can be used again in subsequent 
resolutions. But each attempt increases the 
potential Stamina loss by +1, with no maximum.
So a second Exploit Coin usage could cause 2 
Stamina loss, 3 Stamina on the third flip, etc.

This count resets between game sessions.

For example: John is cornered and wants to try a 
trick shot to bounce his shot off the walls and into 
the heads of three mercenaries facing him. The 
Storyteller says that is impossible.
But John decides to Exploit, and flips the Exploit 
Coin, calling "heads". He's successful, and the 
daring moment he desired happens.

For example: Alice wants to convince a planetary 
government to open trade routes through their 
hypergate. The leaders prefer isolation and are 
extremely unwilling.
Instead of allocating her dice pool Alice decides to 
Exploit. But the flip is not with her and she loses. 
Alice and every character reduces their current 
Stamina by 1 in each Category.

CCREATINGREATING  AA C CHARACTERHARACTER
To create a character follow the steps below. 
Ideally this is done "blind" from other players, 
without any group discussion or planning. This 
typically results in more authentic characters 
and a realistic group.

1. Personal Information
Write your Player name (your real world name), 
and ask the Storyteller for the Campaign name. 
Then choose a Character name and a brief 
Description for them.

2. Attributes
Write 3 as the default amount for your 
Attributes.
Then optionally apply a +1 and -1 up to 3 times 
between the Attributes. No Attribute can start 
lower than 1 or higher than 5.
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Some example allocation combinations:
• 5/4/3/2/2/2
• 5/3/3/3/3/1
• 4/4/4/3/2/1
• 4/4/3/3/2/2

3. Stamina
Calculate total Stamina for each Category by 
adding together the related pair of Attributes.

For example: Having 3 Might and 4 Agility would 
result in a Body Stamina of 7 (3+4). Whereas 3 
Intellect and 2 Wits would be a Mind Stamina of 5 
(3+2). And 5 Personality and 5 Swagger would be a 
Soul Stamina of 10 (5+5).

4. Skills
Choose 3 Skills with a 
modifier of +1, and 1 Skill with 
a modifier of -1 (a weakness). 
These can be under any 
combination of Attributes.

Talk to the players about  
what Attribute their chosen  

Skills might go under to better fit  
their character. For example a  
Skill of +1 Pistol under Agility  
would represent pure reflexive  
shooting, whereas under Intellect  
could be a trained or book  
learned shooter, and Wits could  
be a tough past with raw firearm  
experience.

The -1 Skill weakness a player chooses should be 
an interesting story element called upon to lend 

flavor to the character, not a punishing crutch. For 
example a -1 Amputated Hand is interesting when 
desperately trying to hold a rope lifeline to an ally, but  
becomes tedious and regrettable if used every time 
the character opens a door.

5. Possessions
Choose up to 6 Possessions, depending on the 
plot and Storyteller guidelines.

Adjust and balance the scenes according to how 
the game world would react to certain 

Possessions. For example in a sci-fi setting a character  
with a spaceship might make a prime target for 
thieves and tax collectors.

6. Details
Choose 2 Relations. These are family, friends, or 
other personal connections from your 
character's past.

Choose 2 Locations. These are local or nearby 
places of interest to your character, such as a 
home, cave, favorite restaurant, job site, etc.

Optionally receive a hidden Secret from the 
Storyteller that shouldn't be revealed to the 
other players.
The Secret could be something negative (drug 
addiction, demon possession, etc.) or positive 
(super powers, unknown nobility, etc.) or just a 
personal goal for the character, which may be at 
odds with the other characters.

For example: John is creating a character for a 
typical medieval high fantasy plot. He wants a 
rough mercenary of many wars, hailing from a 
hilly or mountainous home. John imagines an 
aggressive style that ends fights quickly and 
savagely instead of with tactics or style. He decides 
to name this character Jorgan the Mighty.
John knows he wants Jorgan to be strong, but a bit 
blunt. So a rather stereotypical "fighter" type. He 
opts to take his first +1/-1 Attribute modifier to 
increase Might from 3 to 4, and decrease 
Personality from 3 to 2.
Then to reflect Jorgan's experience and veteran 
knowledge of combat John takes a second +1/-1 to 
increase Wits from 3 to 4, and decrease Intellect 
from 3 to 2.
John could take the third and final +/-1 but decides 
not to.
Next John calculates the total Stamina for each 
Category. Body results in 7 (4 Might + 3 Agility), 
Mind is 6 (2 Intellect + 4 Wits), and Soul is 5 (2 
Personality + 3 Swagger).
Now John decides on three positive Skills for 
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Jorgan the Mighty and one negative weakness. 
Knowing his background as a mercenary John opts 
for +1 Dirty Fighting (Might), +1 Combat 
Formations (Wits), +1 Raw Intimidation (Swagger). 
John has fleshed out a bit of Jorgan's background 
by focusing on battlefield control with no sense of 
fighting fair. He discusses with the Storyteller 
about how Combat Formations works better under 
Wits than Intellect because Jorgan is an 
experienced veteran of wars, not a classically 
trained soldier.
John chooses his Skill weakness as -1 Single 
Minded (Personality) to reflect Jorgan's absolute 
focus on a task that can lead to complications and 
trouble.
For Possessions the Storyteller lets John know he 
gets the standard 6. So John decides Jorgan the 
Mighty will begin with a Trident, Barbed Net, 
Chain Armor, Amulet Memento, Raw Steak, and a 
Horse named Thunderhoof.
Now John fleshes out the past of Jorgan by 
creating 2 Relations. Specifically a younger sister 
named Vivia and a father named Tunher the 
Bright.
For the 2 Locations he decides Jorgan has a 
favorite drinking hole called The Cornered Rat, 
and knows the Glimmerdark Caves well.
Finally the Storyteller gives John a Secret for 
Jorgan that the hillman has a pair of bounty 
hunters after him.

IIMPROVINGMPROVING  AA C CHARACTERHARACTER
As characters proceed through a plot they can 
improve and advance as people. These rates can 
be adjusted by the Storyteller depending on 
their desired pace.

Attributes: The Storyteller should try to offer a 
+1/-1 Attribute change every 3 game sessions.
Remember to recalculate total Stamina for any 
Category that is affected by an Attribute change.

Skills: The Storyteller should try to offer a +1 
Skill every 2 game sessions.

Sometimes extra Skills will be available as part of 
the narrative (such as quartermaster training in 

exchange for goods).

Note that a character cannot have a +2 Skill until 
they have at least +1 Skill under every Attribute. 
Similarly +3 requires a complete spread of +2s.

In some cases negative Skill modifiers can be 
applied by the Storyteller, such as due to a 
wound, phobia, or new weakness.

Possessions/Relations/Locations: These minor 
features should be handed out very often by the 
Storyteller, generally multiple per game session.

Maximums: Certain limits for each statistic are 
necessary to stop a plot from spiralling out of 
control.

• Category Stamina: 15
• Attribute: 7
• Skill: +3/-3

MMISCELLANEOUSISCELLANEOUS
Book Keeping: Depending on the genre the 
tracking of specific, minor, everyday Possessions 
may not be needed.

A good guideline is "gear matters when it needs 
to". There isn't much value in tracking food in a 

civilized, bountiful world. But there is when the 
characters are forsaken into a desert. Similarly ammo 
or gas may not be a  
factor, until a long fight  
happens or their car  
breaks down far from  
town.

The maximum amount of Possessions and 
encumbrance a character can carry should be 
reasonable and decided by the Storyteller and 
players.

Similarly tracking sleep/rested state depends on 
the genre, Storyteller, and players.

Travel: An average human can walk 1.5 meters 
per second, so 15 meters (50 feet) per 10 seconds, 
5 kilometers (3 miles) per hour.
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GGAMEAME S SESSIONESSION E EXAMPLEXAMPLE
This excerpt demonstrates three friends sitting 
down for their first game session of Fickle RPG. 
They have chosen a medieval world of high 
fantasy, and after making characters the players 
are thrown right into the action.

The people involved...
Seth: The Storyteller, used to running other RPGs 

but wanting to try something a bit lighter with his 
friends.

Alice: Playing Alizzar the Terrible, a poorly 
known and equally poorly studied wizard with a 
charming side and unreasonable luck.

Might 2
Agility 4 +1 Steady Jogger
Intellect 1
Wits 3 -1 Sheltered
Personality 5 +1 Ice Magic
Swagger 3 +1 Unreasonable Luck

John: Playing Jorgan the Mighty, a rough hillman 
who has fought in many wars, and squandered any 
fortune he made.

Might 4 +1 Dirty Fighting
Agility 3
Intellect 2
Wits 4 +1 Combat Formations
Personality 2 -1 Single Minded
Swagger 3 +1 Raw Intimidation

The game begins...
Seth: Okay everyone has their dice and sheets? 

Let's start! The scene opens in the forest of 
Darkwood, in the province of Redlands, currently 
under martial law. You are three days on the trail, 
escorting a caravan through the looming trees and 
forgotten ruins of the forest.

John: What's our caravan carrying?
Seth: Medical supplies, being pulled by two horse 

drawn wagons. You're heading from the town of 
Imglad to the army camp at the base of the *checks 
name list* Golden Rock.

Alice: Sounds cool. Anyone else with us?
Seth: You are the only guards. There are a pair of 

teamsters per wagon, and the closest thing to a 
leader would be the cleric Harlan. She's riding the 

rear horse. *smiles* And an arrow just screamed out 
of the woods and hit her in the shoulder.

John: Yikes...can we see the shooter at all?
Seth: Yep, you can see three mangy, underfed 

gnolls hiding in a cluster of rocks amidst the trees. 
*writes some quick stats* They have horn longbows 
and axes. Let's say 120 feet away.

Alice: Why don't you wait until they close a bit 
John? *Alice has taken initiative and is the first Acting 
player* Right, Alizzar is going to meekly tell the 
drivers to stop the wagons, then motion them to 
get down.

Seth: The wagons grind to a halt, but the 
teamsters seem nervous and uncertain as they 
hunch on their benches.

Alice: I'm going to channel a blast of ice at one of 
the gnolls that didn't shoot. I wanna hurt him, but 
also ice up his bow.

Seth: *recognizing the two desired effects* That 
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would be Hard, so looking for 6s.
Alice: Hmm, let's just freeze the weapon then. 

Normal right? *knowing a single effect would be easier*
Seth: Correct. The gnoll is going to React and try 

to fire his longbow back at you before you freeze it. 
4 Agility on Normal for me. You're using Intellect?

Alice: *grins and plays to her strengths* Nope, 
Alizzar is terrible at traditional magic, remember? 
He pretty much convinces spells to happen through 
sheer Personality. 7 big ones here *5 Personality plus 
the applicable +1 Ice Magic skill plus the usual Luck Dice*
*Both allocate their dice pool and reveal. Alice opts for 3 
Fickle and 4 Flat (with Luck Dice). Knowing he has a 
smaller pool, Seth decides for the riskier 2 Fickle and 2 
Flat (with Luck Dice), which gives him the Underdog 
Bonus*

Seth: *rolls a 2 and 6, then a 5 on the subsequent 
Explodes for 2 Successes* Okay that's 2, plus my 2 Flat, 
plus 1 for Luck, for 5 total Successes here.

Alice: No problemo, got a 1, 5, and 6 here, for 2 
plus 4 total Flat, so 6 Successes.

Seth: Nice job. As the gnoll's shot sails wide ice 
forms from inside his longbow, freezing the 
weapon into uselessness. The intense cold makes 
him cry out and drop the weapon. *play now rotates 
to the Storyteller* Okay, the disarmed gnoll is going 
to snarl a battlecry, draw his axe, and lumber down 
from the rocks. With his long stride he makes it to 
the edge of the nearest wagon.

John: *back to John* How convenient...I'm going to 
snarl an even louder battlecry! *everyone laughs* 
Then charge the gnoll and skewer him with my 
trident.

Seth: Normal on Normal, I've only got 3 Might.
John: *playing to his strengths, while enriching his 

character* I fought gnolls before in, uh, *improvising* 
the Faldir Wars, so I'm going to use Wits. With my 
skill that's 5 dice, 6 with Luck.

Seth: *nodding and writing down Faldir Wars as a 
plot point* Fair enough. The gnoll will try to slash 
you back.
*Both allocate their dice pool and reveal. John chose 5 
Fickle (with Luck Dice) and 1 Flat. Seth went for 1 Fickle 
and 3 Flat (with Luck Dice). They roll the dice.*

Seth: I rolled a 1, typical. No Successes here.
John: Got some bad news buddy. *checks Fickle 

dice of 1, 3, 4, 5, 6* That's 4, and 1 Flat, so 5 Successes.
Seth: *reduces the gnoll's Stamina by 5, which results 

in 0, so he's Defeated* With the longer reach of your 
trident you gut the gnoll before he even gets into 
striking range.

Alice: *eager* Dead?
Seth: Dead! But now Jorgan's in no man's land 

between the wagons and the tree line. *play is back 
to the Storyteller* The first gnoll nocks another 
arrow and fires. Another 4 Agility shot coming in. 
And he's going to try to pin your leg as well, so 
Hard for me, which would stop you from moving.

John: I'm going to raise my trident and cry out a 
taunt to the gnoll, maybe question his parentage. In 
other words Swagger with my Intimidation, so 4.
*Both allocate their dice pool and reveal. Seth went for 2 
Fickle and 3 Flat (with Luck). John chose 4 Fickle (with 
Luck) and 1 Flat*

Seth: *rolls a 6, then 3 on the Explode* That's better! 
Gamble paid off this time. 5 Successes.

John: *rolls a 2, 3, 5, and 6* Aw, only 3 here.
Seth: Close, but the barbed arrow catches you in 

the leg, splitting apart your chain armor and 
pinning you. Reduce your Body Stamina by 5.

John: Jorgan's definitely crying out in pain from 
that one! *his initial Body Stamina was 4+3=7* But 
seriously, down to 2 Stamina.

Alice: Uh, don't think you're going to take 
another one like that without being Broken, John. 
*back to Alice* Is there a way Harlan can help us?

Seth: She's trying to keep her panicked horse 
under control, with a wounded arm, so not really.

Alice: *picks up the Exploit Coin* What about now?
Seth: Hah, you tell me!
John: Harlan should be able to heal herself and 

me!
Alice: Pretty much what I was thinking. *as the 

Acting player Alice declares she will Exploit* Let's have 
Harlan manage to calm her steed, then perform an 
orison to push the arrows out of her shoulder and 
Jorgan's leg, AND seal the wounds.

Seth: *determining the outcome amounts to a 
reasonable two healing type checks* Sounds neat. Flip 
it!

Alice: Here goes...



Print the following pages double sided to make "Category Stamina Cards" to track Broken and Crushed for characters





 Character:  Campaign:  Player:

 Description:

 Body  Stamina:  Mind  Stamina:  Soul  Stamina:

Might Agility Intellect Wits Personality Swagger

Skills Skills Skills Skills Skills Skills

Possessions

 Relations  Locations



Notes

 Fickle Dice: Roll and count 1 Success on 4+ (Easy), 5+ (Normal), 6+ (Hard) Flat Dice: Hold and count 1 Success if any Fickle dice succeed 

Luck Dice: Better version of either. Fickle is 1 Difficulty easier, Flat is 2 Successes
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